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Boy Talking About Cricket 

 
Urdu transcript: 

 
 

�ہ : �ڑ�� ��ٹ ا'( ا'&% $#" ہے �+��ٹ �ے 0%رے 2#ں 0/%.% ہ�ں۔ +� ��ا<ّ=م :9#8"۔ 6ج 2#ں 6پ 
#?��ے دل 2#ں۔ ۔ 0%ل C8�0B%ت �ے <%.@  GH%/&�%I +ہے۔ ہ "#$ %?Jا Gہ Kہے۔ 'ہ ا'( 0ہ %.%� =

�ٹ �ے N+ف +��ں 2#ں $#%رہ �?=ڑO ہ�.ے ہ#ں۔ R#ں ٹ�Hہ#ں، دو G.�اس �ے اVHر دو ٹ#R#ں ہ
0�لXY، اور و�ٹ �#XYZ۔ ،Oے ہ#ں۔ 9ّ0ے 0%ز\ّ] ^#. 

 
+Z#� و�ٹ �#XYZ 0ہK ہG 6<%ن ہے۔ و�ٹ �#XYZ 2#ں �#% ہ�.% ہے �ہ ا'( و�ٹ 

gloves 
�� 8IڑH% ہ�.% ہے۔ اور اس �ے <%.@ و�ٹ � G.%� G.6 ہے اور ہ+ 0%ل %.%� �ے a#I?ے �?ڑا ہ
 ���#9#ۓ اس  

stump 
�+H% ہ�.% ہے G?0 

Batsman 
�۔ اب� 

Batsman 
اب �ہ#ں G?0 2%ر'ں، ہ�ا 2#ں 2%ر'ں، $+اؤHڈ 2#ں 2%ر'ں۔ �% 'ہ �%م ہے �ہ وہ 0#ٹ <ے رن Y0%ۓ۔ 

�را ا'( ا.Y% 0ڑا ا'( $+اؤHڈ ہ�.% ہے، ان I د�h %YIے ہ#ں اور ا.�� رن H%Y0ے ہ�  
target set 

� 'ہ��+H% ہ�.% ہے۔ اور دو<+O ٹ#"  
target follow 

 ���ہ/ے ہ#ں ٹ%ر$ٹ  �� j� ہے %.��+H% ہ 
chase 
اJ?%۔ 0�لXY 2#ں j0 'ہ ہ�.% ہے �ہ دو �+H%۔   

types of bowlers 
�رI ے ہ#ں۔ اور 'ہ.+� ^Z> %' ،ے ہ#ں.+��ٹ �% $#" ہے۔ ہ�.ے ہ#ں، '% .� m%<ٹ +�ا ہR%را ا'( 

 Gٹ ہ�+��ں Iہ، ��ں 9J +Iے �%'nں، �ہ#ں 9J G?0ے �%'nں، $+اؤHڈ 2#ں <ڑ�6�C8 6پ <ڑ
� و<#" ��?ڑا ہ� �%.% ہے۔ <o اYIے 6پ  +��ٹ% aّ0ہ 8I %9ّ0ڑ ?J %ٹ�?J ،ہے G.��?G9# �% رہG ہ

�ٹ $#" +� +p2 ،ہے ^q#m %�ہG ا'&% ہے۔ا�+م H%2/ے ہ#ں۔ اب 'ہ I/ہ Hہ#ں 'ہ �ہ%ں   
 

 
English translation: 
 
Boy: Assalamaleikum. Today I will tell you about cricket. Cricket is a game which in 
every Pakistani’s heart is played with a lot of emotion. This is a very nice game. It has 
two teams, and both the teams have eleven players. Cricket has only three parts: batting, 
bowling and wicket keeping.  
 



Wicket keeping is very easy. What happens in wicket keeping is that the wicket keeper 
stands behind the wicket in his gloves, and has to catch the ball when it goes past. And 
for this he also has to stump the batsman. Now the batsman’s job is to make runs with his 
bat. They can hit anywhere, in the air, on the ground. There is such a huge ground 
[around which to direct one’s shots]… and they have to make runs and set their own 
target [for the number of runs they intend or hope to score]. And the other team has to 
follow this target which is called chasing the target. Okay. What happens in bowling is 
that there are two types of bowlers: either they do fast bowling or spin [the ball during 
delivery]. And this is our total game of cricket. These days you can go out on the streets, 
you can go anywhere, in the grounds on the streets, everyone is playing cricket. Small 
children pick up their bats and think they are Wasim Akram (renowned Pakistani 
cricketer). Now I don’t know where this fashion emerged from, but cricket is just such a 
game.   
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